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Release Notes 

ClearSQL 9.0.1 (build 118)

NEW FEATURES
NEW: Global Search. Improved the project search engine to look for the text occurrences in scripts, code
review rules, analysis results, application options, etc.

NEW: Instant Analysis. Run instant code analysis right from the start or any time later by clicking Analyze >
Instant Analysis on the main menu.

NEW: Quick Filter. Added the ability to instantly filter the Project Tree by script statuses and project items
names.

NEW: Themes. Added the ability to choose UI color themes. The themes are available at View > Themes.

NEW: Main Menu and Toolbars. Fully reorganized the main menu and all application toolbars, applied new
icons and removed rarely used features.

IMPROVEMENTS
Core

The Microsoft Visual C++ Redistributable Package 2019 is now installed along with the application.
Oracle Client is now automatically downloaded and installed if no installation is detected on the PC.
Added the ability to connect to a database using Oracle Wallet.
Added the ability to choose color schemes for all datagrids in the application: “Preferences > General >
Datagrid styles”.

GUI
Removed toolbars from the tabs of the Project Analyzer View, reduced the number of icons on the tabs of
the Script Analyzer View and reorganized the main toolbar.
Improved the appearance of the toolbars, scroll bars, menus, and other UI elements when the scaling
125% or higher is applied.

Project Tree
Redesigned the hints of project scripts.
Redesigned script statuses:

All scripts are now indicated with labels: New, Modified, Error, Skipped, OK.
Scripts that were analyzed correctly are indicated with attribute icons, such as CR for Code Review, FL
for Flowchart, etc. Clicking on an icon opens a relevant tab in the Script Analyzer View.

Autofit is now always applied to the Project Tree panel.

Code Editor
Added the ability to filter the Code Explorer tree.
Added the ability to navigate to the place of your last edit. The command “Go to Last Edit Location” is
available on the Code Editor pop-up menu or by pressing Ctrl+Q. To see the full list of last edit locations,
press Shift+Ctrl+Q.
Added the ability to move items from the Code Explorer to the Code Editor using drag&drop.

Code Insight
Added a horizontal splitter so that the height of the Details panel can be customized.

Flowcharts
Removed the “Minimal” and “Shortened” code abbreviations.
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Renamed “Complete” to “Full Labels”; enabled by default.

Flowcharts, Call Trees
Removed the toolbar from the diagrams, and moved all the features to the pop-up menu.

Search
Added the ability to change how the search results appear in the application: in the panel, in the Search
tab, in the separate window.

Analyzer Progress
Removed the “Open Log File” and “History” buttons from the toolbar. These options are now available on
the Analyze menu.
Added the “Analyzer Options” button to the toolbar to open Code Analyzer Options.

Analyzer View
Tab descriptions now appear in separate dialog boxes on clicking the instant help icon.
Updated the script status indicators on the Properties tab.

Code Review
Added the ability to sort code review results by clicking in the column headers.

Code Metrics
Added the ability to search for text in the Code Metrics tree.
Moved the code metrics history to a separate window which can be opened from the Code Metrics tab.

Project Report
Applied UTF-8 encoding to all pages in a report.

New Project Assistant / Import Wizard
Wrapped objects are now always ignored in the database object tree.
Removed the “Ignore wrapped” check box.

Project Analysis Logs
Added the ability to remove multiple analysis log files in one action.

Workspaces
Added the “Reset Workspace to Default” command to the View menu.
Removed all other options related to workspaces.

SQL*Plus
Optimized work of SQL*Plus.

Online Support Desk (OSD)
Added the ability to reply to OSD messages from the “OSD Preview” window.
Redesigned and updated the content of the notification appearing when there are new messages or
updates available.

Online Help
Added a feature tour guiding the user through new features and UI changes. It automatically starts at the
first application launch and can be played any time later by clicking Help > Feature Tour on the main
menu.

BUGS FIXED
Core

The cursor, when moved using the Ctrl+arrow keys combinations, no longer breaks on pointing to the
symbols ‘&’ and ‘#’ in the code editor.
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The error “Invalid argument to time encode” no longer occurs on trying to fetch a timestamp field.
Fixed fetching of LONG fields and extraction of DDL triggers and views.
Stored programs with Unicode symbols are now compiled correctly.

Preferences
Resetting preferences to default now works correctly after applying changes on the Color tab of the Code
Editors page.
The list of Oracle home names at Preferences > Oracle Forms is no longer empty.
Fixed the alignment of the UI labels on the OSD Updater/Messenger page.
Colors set for “Selection” and “Search Match” are no longer mixed up while searching in Preferences.

Code Editor
When there is no text occurrence of the searched text in the code, the user is no longer prompted to start
searching from the top.
The error “Grid index out of range” no longer occurs after changing the scaling to 125% and higher.

Code Insight
Clipboard actions are no longer applied to the Code Editor while working with the Code Insight. 
Fixed the behavior of applying predefined templates.

New Project Assistant / Import Wizard
The recent item is now correctly located in the database object tree.
An access violation error no longer occurs on trying to load an object tree when the Oracle client
installation is invalid.

Startup Window
An access violation error no longer occurs on trying to open a project immediately after closing the startup
window.

Code Review
Hints in the Code Review tab no longer duplicate the caption of the item they are explaining.

Job and Schedule Manager
Job execution is no longer interrupted by the warning message notifying the user about the exceeded limit
of the analyzed code lines (applicable to the subscription license only).

Installer/Updater
Fixed the installation procedure on a 32-bit Windows OS.

Canvas
Canvases are now always shown correctly.

REMOVED FEATURES
Preferences

Removed the options “Fast access to internal database (not safe on power loss)" and “Show notification
when fast access is enabled (internal database)”.
Removed the options “Display When no Project Loaded” and “Load Tree State”.
The state of the Project Tree is now always saved before closing the project and restored at the next
application launch.

Project Manager
Removed the Project Manager:

Moved the sorting options to the Project Tree pop-up menu.
Moved the filter options to the quick filter at the top of the Project Tree panel.
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Code Analyzer Options
Removed the “Apply to Linear Only” option for Flowcharts.

Main Window
Removed the ability to customize the visibility of the Project Tree, main toolbar, editor toolbar, and
Analyzer View.

Toolbars
Removed the ability to customize the toolbars in the Analyzer View. Only the main toolbar can be
customized now.

Main Menu
Removed the “Select Line” and “Select Paragraph” features.




